
September, 2001
"Split 9-Patch" -- 9" Block

(9.5" unfinished)

Directions:

Use 100% cotton fabric.
Background: Cream.
Print: Dark Green.

The block is fast using a rotary
cutter. For each block, you will
need to make six (6) half-square
triangles (3" square finished).
The squares are then put
together, along with three (3)
solid squares.

From cream background:

Cut two (2) 3.5" squares
Cut three (3) 3 7/8" squares

From dark green print:

Cut one (1) 3.5" square
Cut three (3) 3 7/8" Squares

a,

Using one background square (3 7/8") and one print
square (3 718") (right sides together) draw a light
line along the diagonal. Sew a 114" seam to

the right and left of the diagonal line. Cut along
the diagonal line. (See illustration to the left )
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Color
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** Preparine the Pieces and Sewine the Block

1 3 ll2. square...
3/4"strip into two

half square triangles...

x 18" strip into four 3 1/2^ squares...

Color 2 3 718* x 9 3/4"strjp into two 3

This makes a 9" block Coior
1 - Sage/Green Color 2 - Creamltr{uslin Color 3 - Brown print (ie. Paisley)

Now mark and cut the
7/8" squares. Stack and cut these squares once on the

Sew a Color 3 half square

as SCANI 1/4" seam. Repeat
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rhenmarkandcutthecoror t 3*t,,,xe
3 7/9" once on the diagonal to make four

mark and cut the Color 2 3 712"

triangle to a Color t half square triangle, right sides
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this to make a total of four half, square trike this...
bloclq using the diagrarn at left for placement and orientation of the units
join the rows, alternating pressing directions as yorl do this.

Idow piece the
Make rows first, then



November Block of the Month

All blocks will be 9 inch (9 % inches unfinished) with % inch seams

Sawtooth Star
Cuttinq directions:

Piece A: 5" square; Cut one from a Gold print.

Piece B: 2 3l4" square; Cut four (4) from
muslin (these are the 4 corners)

Piece C: Cut four (4) strips of Muslin
5"x 2 3/q"

Piece D: Cut eight (8) 2 3A " x 2 3/+" squares
Alternative method: Cut four (4) 23/a" x23/i'
squares then cut them on the diagonal so you
have 8 triangles.

Assembly directions:

To assemble star points, take one (1) 2 3/+'x 2 3/n" square and place in corner of one the

S"x 2 3/e" pieces of muslin. Stitch on the diagonal creating one point. Press then trim excess

cranberry fabric (SUGGESTTON: do not trim away excess Muslin this will keep the rectangle the
appropriate srZe) Do this to the other side creating a flying geese. Make 4 of these.

Alternative Method: Take one of the eight (8) triangles and sew them to each of the corners of

the 5"x 23/q" pieces of muslin, making sure you have a finished 5" x23/+" Flying Geese unit. Make 4

of these.

Sew one (1) corner piece of muslin (2 3/+" x2 3/q") lo the end of two (2) of the f lying geese units.

Sew a flying geese unit to each end of the 5" square of Gold.

You now have 3 units - 2 flying geese with 2 3/4 " squares in each corner and the center unit

with the 5" Gold and 2 flying geese units. Sew all three units together and make sure that it is a 9 7z "

block.
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REMEMBER TO DO A SCANT % Seam!



JanuarY Block of the Month
Contrary Wife

All blocks will be 9 inch (9 7z inches unfinished) with veinch seams

Cutting instructions:

Color A - Muslin cut four (4) 4" squares

Color B - Black cut four (4) 4' squares

Color C - Light Blue cut four (4) 3Yz"
squares

2.

e

Sewing Instructions:

1. Draw diagonal line on wrong side of both the 4' Light squares; match right sides to

right sides of same size darl rqrrr".; stitch 1/4".on either side of diagonal mark; cut

apart on diagonal mark; press seams'toward dark fabric; square up to 3-1/2"

trWE
Create 2 rows as shown; press seams toward end squares'

Create center row as show; press toward center squares'

MtrW
4. Join rows as shown below, pressing seams toward outer rows'

5. INIPOHTAhIT: Please square up your finished block to be sure it is 9-1/2"' lf it is

larger or smaller, check your seams and redo if necessary' lf you do not check your

measurements, youi nlott may not join properly with other blocks easily to create a

finished quilt.



February Block of the Month
Crow's Nest

All blocks will be 9 inch (9 %inches unfinished) with lt inch seams

Cutting lnstructions:

Color A - Muslin/Cream Cut:
v One (1) 3 %" Square
v Two (2) 3718" Square
v Eight (8) 1 Y2" x3 /2" Rectangles

ColorB-PurpleCut:
v Two (2) 3718" Square
v Four (4) l Yz" x3Yz" Reclangles

Sewing lnstructions:

1. Draw diagonal line on wrong side of both the 3718" Color A squares; match right sides to right
sides of same size dark squares; stitch 1/4" on either side of diagonal mark; cut apart on

diagonal mark; press seams toward dark fabric; square up to 3-1/2". Make 4.

2. Take one (1)of Color A1/z" x314" rectangles and sew itto one (1)of the Color B1 yz" x3Yz"
rectangles, then sew a second Color A to the other side of the Color B Flectangle (see Diagram)

Make four (4) of these units. r

n-rT-l r-TT-l
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3. Take the two (2) of the units make in #1 and sew to one of the rectangle units. (See Diagram)

Make 2 sets as shown

Top
Row

A,/

8,.

A

B <- Bottom
HoW

two (2) units4. Create center row by taking lhe 3 /2" Color A Square and sewing the remaining
trom #2 and sewing them to either side. (see Diagram below)

A B A A B. A

5. Join top row to center then sew the bottow row on.

6. IMPORTANT: Please square up your finished block to be sure it is 9-112". lf it is larger or
smaller, check your seams and redo if necessary. lf you do not check your measurements,
your block may not join properly with other blocks easily to create a finished quilt.
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REMEMBER TO DO A SCANT % Seam!



March Block of the Month
Darting Birds

All blocks will be 9 inch (9 7z inches unfinished) with Y+ inch seams

Cutting lnstructions:

Color A - Muslin/Cream Cut:

ColorB-Floral Cut:

ColorC-LightGreen

Sewing Instructions:

1. Draw diagonal line on wrong side of the three (3) 3 7/8'Color A squares. Take one of Color A
and Color B 3718" squares place right sides together and stitch 114" on either side of diagonal
line. Do the same thing with the other two (2) Color A & C 3718" squares. Cut apart on
diagonal mark, press seams towards dark fabric. Square up to 31/2" . You should have 6
total. 2 ColorA&B and3ColorA&C.

2. Assemble Rows as follows:

MNETop Row:

Middle Row: ruHN
Bottom Row: Eruru
Then sew all three rows together.

IMPORTANT: Please square up your finished block to be sure it is 9-1/2". lf it is larger or smaller,
check your seams and redo if necessary. lf you do not check your measurements, your block may not
join properly with other blocks easily to create a finished quilt.
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May Block of the Month
Grecian Square

All blocks will be 9 inch (9 % inches unfinished) with thinch seams

Cutting lnstructions:

Color A - Muslin/Cream Cut:
c Two (2) 3718" squares
o Four (4) 2" x3 Yz" rectangles

Color B - Medium Blue Cut:
o One (1) 3 %" square
o Two (2) 3718" square
o Four (4)2"x3Yz" rectangles

Sewing lnstructions:
1. Draw diagonal line on wrong side of

sides to right sides of same size dark squares; stitch 1/4" on either side of diagonal
mark; cut apart on diagonal mark; press seams toward dark fabric; square up to 3'
1/2". Make 4.

2. Take one (1 ) of Color A 2" x 3 Yr" rectangles and sew it to one (1 ) of the
Color B 2" x3 Yr" rectangles, (see Diagram) Make four (4) of these units.

3. Assemble rows as follows (remember to keep the medium blue fabric on
the rectangle units always on the outside edge.

A/
,1

/B

rB.

B

Middle Row

Bottom Row

Join top row to center then sew the bottow row on.

IMPORTANT: Flease square up your finished block to be sure it is 9-1/2". lf it is
larger or smaller, check your seams and redo if necessary. lf you do not check your

measurements, your block may not join properly with other blocks easily to create a

finished quilt.

REMEMBER fO DA A SGATVI % Seam!

Top Row
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